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Abstract. This paper investigates the impact of segmentation on the DNL (differential
non-linearity) and INL (integral non-linearity) of a 10-bit differential output current-steering
digital-to-analog converter (DAC), implemented in a 40 nm, 2.5 V, CMOS process. The
achievable DNL improvement was characterized by simulating all intermediate degrees of
segmentation possible between a binary and a thermometer implementation. The DNL results
ranged between (–0.467, +0.474) LSB and (–0.024, +0.026) LSB with the INL remaining al-
most invariant at (–0.376, +0.345) LSB. A differential output current of +/–1mA was achieved
for a circuit with an active analog area of 0.01 mm2. All decoder variants required for driving
the analog content of the DAC have been physically implemented with their area documented.
The theoretical results for the DNL and INL are compared with the Monte Carlo simulation
results and are shown to be within a 30% margin of error.
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1. Introduction
The constant evolution of communication systems and consumer electronics has acted as a

driver for CMOS technology scaling down into the tens of nanometer feature size range in order
to keep up with the latest system integration requirements. Hence, the demand for high perfor-
mance digital-to-analog converters (DACs) increased to fill the gap between the analog domain
and the high-speed digital domain [1]. While CMOS scaling substantially increases device cutoff
frequency and offers superior matching for the same area, it comes at the price of a decreased
supply voltage due to reduced gate oxide thickness and threshold voltage scalability [2].

Out of the large variety of DAC variants, for high frequency applications where the analog
output drives a resistive load, the high-speed current-steering DAC topology becomes the de
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facto solution. Current-steering DACs are well suited for the generation of low-glitch output
signals. Low-glitch switching is achieved because the current-steering approach keeps all the
unit-cell sources permanently active. The voltage drop excursion over the current sources is
minimized owing to the use of moderate swing current steering, ensuring a low-glitch output
signal, therefore leading to shorter settling times [3]. The perturbation is further mitigated by the
use of wide-swing cascode device which diminish the drain-source voltage variation across the
current source device [1].

Typical DAC structures are implemented using binary-weighted decoding, yet studies have
shown that segmentation is used for improving the circuit’s performance, in terms of the DNL [4].

An alternative means of estimating the DAC’s DNL and INL performance [5] based on the
unit current source’s statistical variation is applied to the 10-bit DAC variants designed in a
deep-submicron 40 nm CMOS technology. The advantage of this methodology is that it avoids
running computationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations across the entire input code range,
especially for the fully thermometric converter, relying instead on a unit current source and a set
of equations for the initial design phase.

In [6] we exhaustively explored all possible segmentation combinations which can be achieved
on a 10-bit DAC, starting from the purely binary DAC structure and segmenting down to the
purely thermometer one. In this paper we extend the scope by: (i) presenting the exact area occu-
pied by each decoder implementation of the 10 segmented variants to better understand the DNL
vs. die area trade-off, (ii) providing DNL and INL plots for all 10 DAC variants, (iii) determining
the root mean square (RMS) DNL and INL used for evaluating the accuracy of the unit current
source mismatch-based method. Our analysis yielded a relative error of (– 30.70, – 11.55) [%]
for the DNL and a relative error of (– 29.57, – 17.43) [%] for the INL.

Section 2 presents the basic binary-weighted DAC and the challenges presented by this struc-
ture, describes the segmented DAC approach which alleviates the issues faced by the binary-
weighted topology, and provides the theoretical estimation of the impact segmentation has on
DNL and INL. Section 3 presents the DAC variants implemented in this paper in a twofold
manner: (i) the analog unit current source’s schematic, design considerations, and sizing and
(ii) the physical implementation of the binary to thermometric decoder necessary for controlling
the segmented variants. Section 4 provides the simulation results featuring the raw DNL and
INL characteristics from the Monte Carlo analysis which are then interpreted using Matlab, and
Section 5 draws the conclusions.

2. DAC Architectures and Characteristics
A. Binary-Weighted Architecture
In a binary weighted DAC, the output current is the sum of a set of binary weighted current

sources which scale the unit current IU, as shown in (1), where D1 denotes the least significant bit
(LSB) and DN the most significant bit (MSB). Binary weighted DACs suffer from two important
drawbacks: (i) stringent matching requirements to achieve monotonicity and (ii) large glitch
impulses when toggling large groups of unit cells (MSBs) [3]. Gray code implementations are
possible [7]; however, as it requires the same numbers of bits as binary code, it will use binary-
weighed sources and yield corresponding poor DNL performance.

Iout =

N∑
i=1

2i−1 · Iu ·Di (1)
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B. Segmented Architectures
The issues found in the binary-weighted topology can be alleviated by segmentation. What

makes segmentation attractive is the fact that it requires the same number of unit current cells
as the binary approach does. Moreover, the segmented architecture avoids the jumps occurring
at the major carrier transition by simply turning on one more thermometer cell and keeping all
previous sources on, rather than turning off one group of current sources.

The number of thermometer bits usually varies between 4 and 7 [8, 9, 10]. That is because
of the compromise made between the DNL performance and the substantial routing congestion
associated with a fully thermometer implementation. The choice will finally depend on the sizing
of the current sources and the technology node. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a partially
segmented DAC structure, where 4 MSBs are fed to a decoder performing their translation into
equivalent thermometer codes.

The number and corresponding weights of the current sources, ISRC, needed by each DAC
architecture are presented in Table 1. The naming convention used in this paper denotes the
number of binary-weighted bits, B, followed by the number of thermometer bits, T, for each
DAC implementation.

Table 1. Current sources distributions with respect to various DAC architectures

DAC
ISRC

1X 2X 4X 8X 16X 32X 64X 128X 256X 512X

10B00T
(binary) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

08B02T
(hybrid) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 0

07B03T
(hybrid) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 0 0

06B04T
(hybrid) 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 0 0 0

05B05T
(hybrid) 1 1 1 1 1 31 0 0 0 0

04B06T
(hybrid) 1 1 1 1 63 0 0 0 0 0

03B07T
(hybrid) 1 1 1 127 0 0 0 0 0 0

02B08T
(hybrid) 1 1 255 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

01B09T
(hybrid) 1 511 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

00B10T
(unary) 1023 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Summing up the number of cells used in any of the implementations below, these will add up
to 1023 unit current cells (00B10T), therefore the active analog area is invariant of the degree of
segmentation chosen.
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C. Segmentation’s Effect on DNL and INL
The chosen degree of segmentation has a significant impact on the DNL. Segmented architec-

tures partially inherit this property. The reason for this is the fact that all thermometer DACs are
by nature monotonic. In the case of the segmented DAC this property applies to the thermometer
portion of the DAC [3]. By contrast, the INL is independent of segmentation [11] as it is the
result of the accumulation of random mismatches across all the current sources, irrespective of
their arrangement. This cannot be mitigated regardless of the decoding strategy.

According to [11], the equations describing the standard deviations of DNL and INL for bi-
nary, thermometer, and partially segmented architectures are given in Table 2. Here, σε represents
the standard deviation of the unit current source, expressed in LSBs, B1 the number of binary
bits, and B the resolution of the DAC. Further on, we evaluate the validity of these formulas in
the case of a deep submicron technology.

Table 2. DNL, INL standard deviations
Binary-weighted Fully thermometer Partially segmented

σDNL σε·2
B
2 σε σε·2

B1+1
2

σINL σε·2
B
2
−1 σε·2

B
2
−1 σε·2

B
2
−1

Fig. 1. Partially segmented architecture 04B06T unit current cell (red), binary-weighted cells
(green), segmented cells (blue).

3. 10-bit Current Steering DAC Variants
In this section, we present the unit current cell’s design considerations based on device sizing

and technological constants, followed by the physical implementation details for each decoder
variant. The area occupied after the synthesis phase and place and route phase is provided at the
end of this section.
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A. Analog current source array implementation
To confirm that the formulas in Table 2 can be applied to 10-bit DACs in deep submicron

technologies, we consider all segmented topologies from Table 1 as our design space exploration.
To evaluate the performance of all the segmentation cases listed in Table 1 we implemented both
the analog current source array and the unique digital controller corresponding to each case.

Fig. 2. Unit current cell.

In order to manage the unit current source’s mismatch, which in turn dictates the DAC’s INL
and DNL performance, we have the device area and saturation voltage variables which fall under
the designer’s control. Thus, the standard deviation of the current source’s output current, σε,
which quantifies the output current’s mismatch, is: (i) proportional with the inverse of square
root of the current source device’s area, i.e., (W · L)−1/2, and (ii) proportional with inverse
of the saturation voltage, i.e., (VGS − VTH)

−1, of the same current source device, M1A from
Figure 2, as shown in (2). (σε

Iu

)2 ∼= 4 ·AV TH
2

W · L · (VGS − VTH)
2 (2)

where AVTH is a technological constant.
This expression reveals a trade-off between the analog area occupied by the DAC’s current

source array and the DAC’s output voltage swing [3] for which a compromise must be reached.
All segmented DAC variants from Table 1 were implemented using the unit current source shown
in Figure 2 with the device sizing listed in Table 3. In our implementation the unit current source
structure was biased at a nominal current, IU, of 1 µA which, for this specific sizing, yields a
VDS SAT of 300 mV for M1A at 25◦C.

Table 3. Unit current cell transistors’ dimensions

Device Width
[µm]

Length
[µm]

M1, M2, M1B, M3 0.8 0.6
M1A, M4 0.8 10

To better explain the operation of the unit current cell depicted in Figure 2 and its role in the
DAC we remark the presence of a differential input stage consisting of M1 and M2 responsible
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with steering the entire tail current through the left or right branch. Here IPOS and INEG constitute
the corresponding unit cell-level output currents; by summing all IPOS and INEG currents across
the entire analog current source array, the DAC-level output currents are obtained. When D1
is high, SW1 and SW4 are closed and the tail current passes through M1, a similar reasoning
applies when D1 is low for SW2 and SW3.

To improve the dynamic behavior of the classic design [5], we enhanced the DAC by im-
plementing a moderate-swing technique [1]. Our approach is presented in Figure 2 where the
differential voltage, VDIFF, applied between the gates of M1 and M2 is equal to the voltage drop
across resistor R2. Two aspects have been considered when choosing VDIFF: (i) maintain VDIFF
as low as possible in order to minimize the perturbation of the current sources when switching
and (ii) keep VDIFF large enough to drive the non-conducting device firmly into cut-off, thus
preventing any sizeable leakage current from flowing through the non-conducting device and
contributing further errors; to this end we chose to apply a VDIFF of 500 mV.

In terms of the analog area occupied by the current source array, the active area of the 1023
unit cells is approximately 0.01 mm2. Having implemented the design in a 40 nm process, the
die area was decreased by one order of magnitude, when compared with the 180 nm design from
[4] and 350 nm [5], respectively, as emphasized in Table 4.

Table 4. Analog area comparison
[4] [5] This work

Technology [nm] 180 350 40
Area [mm2] 0.35 0.6 0.01

B. Digital decoder physical implementation
The Binary-to-Thermometer (B2T) Decoder required for controlling the thermometer-coded

portion of the analog array, as shown in Figure 1, has been implemented for a variety of binary
bit lengths ranging from 1-bit up to 10-bit by utilizing the register transfer level (RTL) hardware
description language. To preserve the loading conditions equivalent for all implemented decoders
interfaces, input and output buffers were utilized.

All ten decoder variants were synthesized in a traditional way using a commercial 40-nm pro-
cess standard cell library with a wide variety of logic gates utilizing Cadence Genus Synthesis
Solution [12], targeting minimum area, and without constraining the circuit latency. The synthe-
sized design area is presented in Table 5. When unfolding the area between the interconnects and
the logic cells area, for designs with the number of input bits lower than 7, the wires real estate
is on par with the logic gates area, while for larger number of bits designs, the standard cells
area becomes dominant, up to 68.5% for the 10-bit fully-thermometer decoder implementation.
Hence, we can conclude that the total area for only the 7-bit or more B2T decoders follows the
expected exponential area increase given by the increase of the decoder complexity.

The post-synthesis generated netlist, together with the logic gates Layer Exchange Format
(LEF) files and the area optimization constrains, were used to automatically place, and to au-
tomatically route the 6-bit, 7-bit, 8-bit, 9-bit, and 10-bit B2T decoders by means of Cadence
Innovus Implementation System flow [13]. During placement, to ease the system level integra-
tion of the decoder, special care was taken to wire all binary input pins on the left side of the
decoder and all thermometer output pins on the top side of the decoder. Moreover, even if the
technology allowed for 7-metal layers, the implementation of all decoders was limited to 4-metal
layers to allow for other chip level critical signals, like clock signals and power supplies, to be
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Table 5. Decoder area comparison
Area [µm2]

post synthesis
Final Area [µm2]

post place and route
0b N/A N/A
2b 6.2 -
3b 19.4 -
4b 46.2 -
5b 271 -
6b 518 452
7b 1020 981
8b 2711 2431
9b 6659 6122
10b 13616 14004

routed on top of the design. Figure 3 depicts the sign-off physical implementation of the 6-bit
B2T decoder. Area results indicated in Table 5 reveal a 4-13% area reduction for the 6-bit, 7-
bit, 8-bit, and 9-bit B2T decoders implementations when compared to the post-synthesis results,
while for the more interconnect congested 10-bit B2T decoder, a 3% area increase is observed
when compared to the post-synthesis results.

Fig. 3. 6-bit Binary to Thermometer Decoder physical implementation.

4. Simulation Results
In this section we compare the INL and DNL results obtained for the 10 proposed segmented

DAC implementations. The simulations were run in the Cadence Virtuoso design environment,
using the Spectre SPICE simulator. The impact of segmentation on the DNL and INL was evalu-
ated by running Monte Carlo simulations across 200 points for each implemented configuration.
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Fig. 4. DNL vs. segmentation.

Illustrated in Figure 4 we have the DNL results for all 10 segmentation variants discussed in
the previous sections, each subplot shows the superimposed DNL of the 200 Monte Carlo runs.
The DNL for the purely binary implementation (10B00T) is characterized by a DNL of (–467.1,
+474.6) mLSB, whereas the DNL of the purely thermometer implementation (01B10T) achieves
a superior DNL of (– 24.72, +26.64) mLSB. The segmented implementation’s results fall in the
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middle, between the purely binary implementation, featuring the poorest DNL results, and the
purely thermometer implementation, featuring the best achievable results for the proposed unit
current source’s geometry and the 40 nm CMOS technology node’s AVTH value.

Fig. 5. INL vs. segmentation.
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Illustrated in Figure 5 we have the INL results for all 10 segmentation variants discussed in
the previous sections, each subplot shows the superimposed INL of the 200 Monte Carlo runs. By
contrast with the DNL results, the INL results are shown to be unaffected by the segmentation
technique, fact which is in agreement with the theoretical formulas from Table 2. While no
radical improvement is visible, as was the case with the DNL results, it remains difficult to
confirm that the results for all 10 variants are approximately equal due to the very large number
of traces.

To circumvent this problem, we represent the DNL and INL of all 200 Monte Carlo runs as a
root mean square (RMS) characteristic which incorporates the statistical information of all runs
and allows us to compare the improvements in terms of DNL and the invariance terms of INL.
The performance achieved by the 10 implementations for RMS DNL is presented in Figure 6,
while the RMS INL is presented in Figure 7.

Fig. 6. RMS DNL vs. segmentation.

The maximum DNL value achieved by each of the 10 segmentation variants is shown in the
legend of Figure 6. Here we can see that the maximum RMS DNL of the binary variant (10B00T)
is 125 mLSB, whereas the maximum RMS DNL of the purely thermometer variant (00B10T) is
5 mLSB. We remark that the DNL decreases monotonically with the increase of the degree of
segmentation, with the largest DNL values corresponding to the binary variant and the smallest
DNL values corresponding to the purely thermometer variant. The distribution of the DNL peaks
is also visible in the figure, with the level of the largest peak for each variant being identified by
a horizontal dotted line of the matching color and symbol marker.

The maximum INL value achieved by each of the 10 segmentation variants is shown in the
legend of Figure 7. Here we can see that the maximum RMS INL of the binary variant (10B00T)
is 63.8 mLSB, whereas the maximum RMS INL of the purely thermometer variant (00B10T)
is 64.6 mLSB. We see that the fully binary and thermometer variants no longer constitute the
extremes of the distribution. Furthermore, we see that all 10 variants achieve very similar INL
results. The small variations between the peak values, indicated by the dotted horizontal lines, of
the 10 DAC RMS INL characteristics are caused by the finite number of Monte Carlo iterations,
only 200 runs. Perfect convergence of the characteristics would be achieved for a number of runs
approaching infinity.
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Fig. 7. RMS INL vs. segmentation.

The theoretical standard deviations of the DNL and INL with respect to the number of ther-
mometer bits used in each DAC variant have been calculated using the formulae in Table 2.
Similarly, the corresponding simulated standard deviations were derived from the raw DNL and
INL characteristics by means of the RMS DNL and RMS INL characteristics. We have exploited
the fact that the average value of the DNL and INL is zero, which leads to the particular case
where the RMS value and the standard deviation value will be equivalent. This approach avoids
attempting to approximate the standard deviations using the minimum and maximum envelope
values of the raw DNL and INL plots. From the RMS DNL and RMS INL we retain the max-
imum values which are the target of our investigation. The theoretical and simulated DNL and
INL standard deviations are compared in Table 6, where the relative error is provided.

Table 6. Computed and simulated σDNLand σINL

No. Thermo.
Bits

Computed
σDNL [n]

Simulated
σDNL [n]

Relative DNL
error [%]

Computed
σINL [n]

Simulated
σINL [n]

Relative INL
error [%]

0 181.12 125.5 –30.70 90.59 63.8 –29.57
2 128.7 103.6 –19.10 90.59 69 –23.83
3 90.56 74.6 –17.62 90.59 69.6 –23.17
4 64.03 51.7 –19.25 90.59 74.8 –17.43
5 45.28 35.7 –21.15 90.59 73.6 –18.75
6 32.01 26.3 –17.83 90.59 65.1 –28.13
7 22.64 17.5 –22.70 90.59 67.3 –25.70
8 16.01 12.1 –24.42 90.59 71.4 –21.18
9 11.32 8.2 –27.56 90.59 71.2 –21.40
10 5.66 5.0 –11.66 90.59 64.6 –28.68

Before performing any theoretical computations we require the standard deviation of the unit
current source, σε , which may be obtained by simulating a 1:1 current mirror comprised of: (i)
the diode connected device biased at 1 uA and (ii) a 1x unit current source sized using the values
from Table 3. The simulated standard deviation of the mirror’s output current was 8.15 nA.
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However, since the formulas from Table 2 makes use of the standard deviation of the unit current
source [5] this value was divided by

√
2 as the mirror device and current source device each

contribute equally towards the current mirror’s overall mismatch, yielding a σε of 5.66 nA.
From Table 6 we see that the theoretical values obtained constantly overestimate both the

DNL and INL standard deviations. This yielded a relative error of (– 30.70, – 11.55) [%] for the
DNL and a relative error of (– 29.57, – 17.43) [%] for the INL.

The advantage of this approach is the ability to predict the standard deviation of the DNL
and INL of the entire DAC based on the characterization of a single 1x unit current source.
The amount of time required for simulating an entire DAC is substantially greater simply due
to the necessity of sweeping the entire 2N input code range. The simulation time of the DAC
would only further increase when attempting to run segmented variants as the number of devices
increases with the degree of segmentation.

To demonstrate that the 200 Monte Carlo runs necessary for generating the raw DNL and
INL characteristics used to calculate the simulated σDNL and σINL can truly be substituted
with the much faster Monte Carlo simulation on a single current mirror we have compared: (i)
the estimated σDNL obtained by dividing DNLMAX - DNLMIN by 6 in order to estimate the
standard deviation, (ii) the computed σDNL, and (iii) the simulated σDNL. Note that using the
estimated σDNL translates into targeting a yield of 100% as its range includes all samples, not
99.73% as would be the case for an standard 3σ design and leads to slighly larger values. The
σDNL standard deviations listed above are illustrated in Figure 8. Similarly, the σINL standard
deviations are illustrated in Figure 9.

Fig. 8. DNL standard deviations, minimum DNL, and maximum DNL vs number of thermomet-
ric bits.

Figure 8 shows the minimum and maximum DNL for each variant which yield the estimated
σDNL, derived from Figure 4, together with the calculated σDNL, and simulated σDNL from Table 6.
The results shown in Figure 8 indicate that the computed σDNL achieves a smaller deviation from
the simulated σDNL trace, except for the purely binary case where the estimated σDNL is the
superior means of predicting the simulated σDNL.
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Fig. 9. INL standard deviations, minimum INL, and maximum INL vs. number of thermometric
bits.

Figure 9 shows the minimum and maximum INL for each variant which yield the estimated
σINL, derived from Figure 5, together with the calculated σINL, and simulated σINL from Table 6.
Here, the computed σINL provides the smallest deviation from the simulated σINL trace, regardless
of the targeted degree of segmentation.

5. Conclusions
The impact of segmentation on the DNL and INL of a 10-bit DAC has been explored. All

possible intermediate segmentation architectures have been implemented. The results obtained
through simulation were plotted and arranged in tables, to allow for proper comparison between
performance differences. The standard deviations of the DNL were also computed and simulated
for all the implemented architectures. The effects of segmentation have shown a significant im-
provement in terms of the DNL, while leaving INL approximately unchanged. Each 10-bit DAC
variants had its corresponding decoder physically implemented and the resulting die area has
been documented. The theoretical results obtained for the DNL and INL have been compared
with the Monte Carlo simulation results and have been shown to be remain within a 30% margin
of error across all possible 10-bit segmented DAC implementations.
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